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ABSTRACT

Ocean-bottom seismometers (OBSs) allow us to extend seismological research to the oceans to constrain offshore seismicity but also image the marine subsurface. A challenge is the high noise level on OBS records, which is created not only by bottom currents but also by the specific seismometer models used. We present a quantitative noise model for the LOBSTER OBS, which is the main instrument of the DEutscher Geräte-Pool für Amphibische Seismologie (DEPAS), currently the largest European OBS pool, stationed at AWI Bremerhaven. Studying sensor noise in vault conditions and current sensitivity at an oceanographic measurement mast, we can show that the previously reported high noise level of the instrument is caused by the original sensor (Güralp CMG-40T-OB). We also show that a strong signal that has been reported between 1 and 5 Hz can be attributed to head-buoy cable strumming. We provide a current-dependent quantitative noise model that can be used for experiment design in future deployments and show that the performance of the pool OBS can be improved at moderate cost by replacing the CMG-40T-OB with a sensor of a proven noise floor below $10^{-8}$ nm/s², for example, a Trillium compact.

INTRODUCTION

The DEutscher Geräte-Pool für Amphibische Seismologie (DEPAS) pool (Alfred-Wegener-Institut Helmholtz-Zentrum für Polar- und Meeresforschung et al., 2017) is currently the largest pool of wideband ocean-bottom seismometers (OBSs) in Europe. It consists of 80 LOBSTER OBS, manufactured by K.U.M., which are equipped with Güralp CMG-40T-OB sensors. Apart from DEPAS, the LOBSTER is also part of the OBS pools of the Royal Observatory of the Spanish Navy, the German Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR), Geomar in Kiel, the Danish seismometer pool DanSeis, and the University of Lisbon. The LOBSTER is a titanium frame around several buoyancy bodies of syntactic foam, with the seismic sensor, the data acquisition unit, and the batteries stored in titanium tubes (see Fig. 1). The seismometer is fixed within the frame and pressed against the steel anchor.

This design choice makes the whole OBS easy to transport and deploy. At the same time, this increases current-induced long-period tilt noise because the OBS frame has a larger cross section than a smaller external seismometer package (Webb, 1998). This has become an issue in the RHUM-RUM experiment (Barruol and Sigloch, 2013), in which 47 of the DEPAS instruments were deployed around La Réunion in the southwestern Indian Ocean: Even in relatively quiet regions, the noise level exceeded the new high-noise model (Peterson, 1993) at a period of 20 s (Stähler et al., 2016, their fig. C2). In the same experiment, French LCPO-2000 OBS equipped with a Trillium 240 sensor and installed at comparable locations recorded a 40-dB lower noise level in the period range between 40 and 100 s, which shows that this signal was not of tectonic or oceanic origin. An explanation for the difference could be tilt noise from ocean-bottom currents because the LCPO-2000 has the seismometer in a separate sphere next to the OBS frame. As has been discussed by Stähler et al. (2016), on the vertical component, the high noise beyond 10 s is essentially constant on the LOBSTERs over the whole duration of the experiment, which is inconsistent with time-varying currents as a source. The French stations show strong temporal variability in long-period noise on all components but tens of decibels below the LOBSTER level. Apart from the OBS shape, the main difference is the sensor because the Trillium 240 is a true broadband instrument, albeit with a much higher mass and power consumption than the CMG-40T-OB. Other users of the DEPAS pool (e.g., Dewangan et al., 2017) confirmed this observation. Even though instruments of the pool have been used in roughly 40 passive and active experiments so far (e.g., Meier et al., 2007; Geissler et al., 2010; Barruol and Sigloch, 2013; Geissler and Schmidt, 2013), the self-noise of this OBS package has not been systematically examined yet to separate effects of OBS frame and sensor. Because the OBS pool is being used increasingly more often by terrestrial seismologists without specific knowledge or interest in the peculiarities of ocean-bottom seismology, a quantitative self-noise model of the instrument is highly relevant for planning future experiments with the pool. To this end and to test whether the LOBSTER design is fundamentally compatible with broadband seismology, we conducted an examination of the seismic sensor itself under vault conditions (see Sensor Self-Noise section), the influence of currents on the OBS frame (see Tilt section), and the head-buoy cable, which is another potential noise source in the LOBSTER design (see the Head-Buoy Strumming section).
SENSOR SELF-NOISE

The LOBSTER OBS was initially sold with an OBS-specific version of the Güralp CMG-40T. This sensor, advertised as a robust broadband analog seismometer, has been used by observatories and seismic services, mainly for temporary deployments, for decades. Its original version had a flat response to an upper corner period of 10 s, but it was widely sold in versions with corner periods of 30, 60, and 120 s. The self-noise exceeds the new low-noise model (NLNM; Peterson, 1993) for periods of more than 10 s (Tasić and Runovc, 2012), which puts the instrument into the wideband or intermediate class. Although this noise is relatively high compared with more recent instruments of similar size, such as the Trillium compact (Ringler and Hutt, 2010), it is possible to record teleseismic events of magnitude 5 and above in a quiet setting at periods of 30 s and less.

The DEPAS pool uses the 60-s instrument in a version that was modified by Güralp for OBS usage by reducing power consumption and adding a mechanical gimbal system for automated leveling. The sensor was placed in a titanium casing manufactured by K.U.M. These modifications seem to have a profound effect on instrument self-noise. The modified version is referred to as CMG-40T-OBS throughout the article.

To determine a quantitative self-noise model, the measurement of seven quiet days, recorded after two days of settling, was compared with the noise record of a collocated STS-2 (P_{STS-2}, black line) and derived from it the self-noise (N_{CMG-40T-OBS}, thick gray dashed line). For comparison, the self-noise of the land version of a 30-s CMG-40T (N_{CMG-40T}, Tasić and Runovc, 2012, dotted) and the STS-2 (N_{STS-2}, Ringler and Hutt, 2010, dashed–dotted) is plotted. The new noise model explains the noise observed by the RHUM-RUM project beyond 10-s period (station YV.RR08, P_{RR08}). The thin gray lines show the low- and high-noise models of Peterson (1993; new low-noise model [NLNM] and new high-noise model [NHNM]).

FRAME NOISE

Tilt

Seismometers are susceptible to tilt, which causes a redistribution of gravitational force between the horizontal and vertical
components. The effect on OBSs has been described in detail by Crawford and Webb (2000). The LOBSTER OBS type has its seismometer installed into the frame, which makes the instrument more susceptible to currents. Because the large cross-section area of the OBS frame means that currents will shake it more than a separate, smaller sensor housing, sensor tilt is increased. Therefore, integration into the frame is generally discouraged by long-period seismologists. On the other hand, it greatly facilitates handling of the unit, especially in surveys with a large number of instruments, which is why it has been used for the LOBSTER design. Whereas the RHUM-RUM data showed no clear sign of tilt on the vertical component of most DEPAS stations (an exception may be RR44), broadband seismometers showed tilt. This suggests that tilt noise on the vertical component does not exceed self-noise of the CMG-40T-OBS for typical bottom current velocities.

To test this hypothesis, we installed two LOBSTER packages next to an oceanographic measurement mast with a permanently installed doppler current profiler. The location is the Dars Sill, a threshold in the southwestern Baltic Sea (Lemke et al., 1994), which regularly experiences bottom currents of up to 1 m/s during major saltwater inflow events (Mohrholz et al., 2015). The mast is maintained by the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research (IOW) in Rostock. It measures wind speed, wave height, period and direction, and current and water profiles with a temporal resolution of one hour at least (Krüger, 2000). For the time of the experiment, we converted the data to miniSEED format. It has been assigned FDSN station code 6H.DARS0.

For the test installation, one LOBSTER was equipped with the classic CMG-40T-OBS (6H.DARS1) and the other with a Trillium compact (6H.DARS2). The instruments were otherwise identical, and both used the SEND-MCS data logger. The OBS was separated by 120 m, in a water depth of 21.6 m, on a flat, sandy ocean bed between 30 January 2016 and 2 April 2016. Figure 3 shows probabilistic power spectral densities (PPSDs, following McNamara and Buland, 2004) for the 60-day installation. The PPSDs were calculated using ObsPy (Krischer et al., 2015) in time windows of 1800 s with an overlap of 900 s. At this water depth, wind-generated waves have a considerable horizontal motion at the sea floor, which creates a noise signal in the period range of 3–10 s. However, long-period noise on the Guralp-equipped instrument is comparable to the deep-sea installation during RHUM-RUM. At the same time, the noise floor in the Trillium compact record goes down to the published self-noise of the instrument at around 100-s period. The Trillium compact record also shows variations over the installation period.

To test the effect of currents, we bandpassed the data between 80 and 160 s, split the seismic record into one-hour-long windows, and calculated the signal power for each window. This was converted to power spectral density by dividing by the bandwidth and binned by current velocity in the same time window. Figure 4 shows the median noise in each current bin versus current velocity 2 m above sea floor. To reduce the effect of wave-induced bottom currents, only time windows with wind speeds below 8 m/s were taken into account. The plot shows that below currents of 7–8 cm/s, the noise level shows no strong dependence of currents, but it increases roughly with fourth power of current velocity beyond 10 cm/s. The horizontal channels of both sensors show a similar behavior, in which the noise level on the Y channel is 10 dB higher compared with the X channel. The median noise levels at low currents are −110 dB and −95 dB for X and Y channel, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the Y channel is fixed along the shorter axis of the frame, which has a lower moment of inertia than the long axis, along which X is oriented. This allows currents to tilt the frame stronger in the direction of channel Y. These noise levels seem to be an intrinsic property of the LOBSTER frame. The vertical channel of DARS2 (Trillium compact) shows an even stronger current dependency than the horizontal channels, with a baseline of −150 dB. This is close to the median self-noise of −155 dB at 120 s found by Ringler and Hutt (2010) for a Trillium compact. The noise on the vertical channel of the CMG-40T-OBS-equipped station DARS1 has a baseline of −120 dB, which is approximately the value found in the Conrad observatory (see Table 1). It only increases with power < 1 and only for currents above 12 cm/s. This confirms the assumption that the vertical noise level of the classical LOBSTER with a CMG-40T-OBS seismometer is not much influenced by currents but rather the instrument self-noise itself.

The horizontal channel orientation of the Trillium compact (DARS2) with respect to the OBS frame does not have to be the same as shown in Figure 1 because the channels can be reoriented randomly during leveling. Therefore, we measured the frame orientation with an ROV dive and the channel orientation from Rayleigh-wave polarization using the DLOPy package (Doran and Laske, 2017). Both values agreed within 5°.
The PPSDs show diffuse signal energy between 0.1 and 1 s. As first reported by Snelling (2015, p. 31), during the RHUM-RUM experiment, this signal is harmonic, with a fundamental period of 0.4–1 s and multiple clear overtones. The author ruled out whales, icebergs, and volcanic tremor as sources of the signal due to frequency content and the fact that the signal was not observed coherently over multiple stations. Our experiment in the Baltic Sea suggests that this peak is caused by current strumming of the head-buoy cable. Mooring cables are known to be affected by strumming from currents; Karman streets in the water, which have a characteristic shedding...
frequency cause oscillations of the cable. This effect is enhanced if the vortex shedding frequency is equal or close to the resonant frequency, an effect called wake or lock-in in the literature (Skop and Griffin, 1975; Griffin, 1985). The exact mechanisms for flexible cables are rather complicated and can usually be only solved numerically. (A good overview is given in Trian-

**Figure 4.** Noise level of the seismometer channels of two LOBSTER versus current velocities. DARS1 was using a Gürarp CMG-40T-OBS sensor and DARS2 a Trillium compact. The self-noise curve for DARS1 is the one given in Table 1; for DARS2, it is taken from Ringler and Hutt (2010). The lines are separate fits for currents below 8 cm/s and above. Ocean gravity waves cause short-period currents, which are not detected by the current detector; therefore, the noise floor at low current velocity values is higher than expected.

For a current velocity of $\nu = 0.1 \text{ m/s}$, the vortex shedding frequency is $f_{\text{vort}} = 1.05 \text{ Hz}$, which is very close to the first overtone of the resonance frequency $f_{\text{CE,1}} = 0.976 \text{ Hz}$. Because of this coincidence, resonant modes in the head-buoy cable are excited at moderate current velocities for this OBS model. The higher modes create the harmonic signal (see Fig. 6a). The resulting narrow peaks at frequencies above 1.5 Hz can be seen well in daily spectrograms of LOBSTER installations (Fig. 5). The exact frequency is strongly current dependent and a result of the lock-in. In Figure 3, these current-modulated peaks create the diffuse signal for periods of 0.1–1 s.

To reduce the strumming signal, the rope resonance frequency should be moved away from the excitation frequencies. Given the overtones, even a much longer rope would resonate with current in some way (see Fig. 6b). Therefore, the most promising solution would be to reduce the strumming efficiency, either by choosing a thinner rope or by pairing the cable.

**DISCUSSION**

Our experiment shows that the LOBSTER OBS design fundamentally allows passive seismology over a wide frequency range but that the original design was limited by the sensor. As an example to test the usability of the instrument package with a better sensor for long-period seismology, we looked for multiple-orbit Rayleigh waves: at 200-s period, the Trillium compact noise floor has a self-noise of 10 nm/s2 = -160 dB. Comparison with synthetic data, calculated with AxiSEM and Instaseis (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2014; van Driel et al., 2015) using the anelastic PREM model (Dziewoński and Anderson, 1981) and the record of a STS-2 broadband instrument in 50-km distance shows the expected amplitude of R5 for a magnitude 7.8 event is slightly above this. Figure 7 shows that R5 of the Nepal earthquake (25 April 2015 06:11:25) was indeed recorded on 6H.DARS2, a LOBSTER equipped with said Trillium compact, even though it was installed in adverse conditions, that is, very shallow in a high-current regime on soft soil. The collocated current sensor was not working at the time of the earthquake, but records eight hours earlier and later showed values of 0.2 m/s. This means that the rugged construction of the LOBSTER and
the sensor integration into the frame do not generally prohibit broadband seismology.

On quiet days, long-period noise recorded on the horizontal component at Darss Silt is only a few decibels above the noise of a deep sea INSU OBS with a separate seismometer sphere at a period of 100 s. This shows that on the horizontal component, the effect of separating the OBS is not very high, and the extra effort at deployment and recovery must be carefully weighted.

Our results also show that the OBS version of the CMG-40T sensor is not comparable in performance with the land version. The power consumption of the OBS version is reduced to 100 mW, which allows for year-long deployments with only around 200 lithium cells. These adaptations have impacted self-noise strongly. It cannot be said with last certainty whether the source of the higher self-noise is the sensor itself or the titanium casing in which it was installed by K.U.M., but testing the sensor outside the casing delivered similar self-noise levels as shown in the Sensor Self-Noise section. At the time when the DEPAS pool was designed (2005), the CMG-40T-OBS was the optimum for its role in terms of price, power consumption, size, and availability. The instrument performance was not tested independently of the manufacturer before acquisition; a lesson from this example is that this should be mandatory for such large

Figure 5. Harmonic signal created by the head buoy. (a) Displacement record of 3 days, filtered between 0.1 and 10 Hz. (b) Acceleration spectrogram of the same seismic record. Below 1 Hz, the signal is dominated by local gravity waves. Above 1 Hz, a harmonic signal is clearly visible, which corresponds to the high-current time windows. (c) Oceanographic data for comparison. The red line marks the wind speed in 12.5-m altitude measured at the measurement mast. The background colors show the absolute value of current velocities in the water column. The water depth is 20 m, so the head buoy is affected by currents in water depth of more than 10 m. (d) Median (black) and 5th and 95th percentiles (gray) of spectral acceleration power.

Figure 6. (a) Excitation mechanism of the current-generated harmonic signal. (b) Resonance frequency of the head buoy mooring for different rope lengths, assuming a linear density and force described in the text. For comparison, the excitation frequencies between 10 and 15 cm/s for different rope thicknesses are shown. The current rope length of the LOBSTERS is around 10 m, and the diameter is 17–20 mm, which means that the first and second overtone are regularly excited (blue dots). The resonance frequency could be moved out of the excitation range by choosing a thinner or longer cable.
purchases of a modified instrument. Since 2005, wideband seismometers of similar size but with better performance have been designed, which allows us to improve performance of the DEPAS pool at relatively low cost. The seismometer is a quarter of the total cost of an OBS, so it will be possible to replace the CMG-40T-OBS sensors in the DEPAS pool by Trillium compacts over the next years. With the CMG-40T-OBS, the LOBSTER is suited best for regional seismicity studies and active experiments; waveform tomography is restricted to stronger earthquakes (above M6.5). Ambient noise methods have been successfully applied for short interstation distances (100–200 km) (Ryberg et al., 2017) but are limited to a narrow period range between 2 and 10 s, which allows imaging of the crust and uppermost mantle only.

The comparison of long-period noise and measured currents shows no clear relationship below 8 cm/s current velocity. There is no clear reason why weaker currents should tilt the OBS frame in a fundamentally different way. Our interpretation is that the noise floor for low currents is either caused by the sensor self-noise or by wave-induced water motion that is below the temporal resolution of the Doppler current profiler.

The LOBSTER frame has a meter-long flag that sits horizontally after deployment. It was suspected as a source of the harmonic signal. However, our measurements in the Baltic Sea clearly show that the harmonic signal is also excited by currents a few meters above the sea floor. Also, the horizontal flag would be excited strongest by currents orthogonal to it (Y direction in Fig. 1), but from measurements at Dars Silt, we find that the harmonic signal is almost independent of current direction relative to the OBS. To reduce the level of strumming noise, it would be necessary to modify the head-buoy cable either by decreasing its length to increase its resonance frequency or increasing the vortex shedding frequency by choosing a much thinner cable. Because the rope has an important role during retrieval of the instrument, especially under stormy conditions, both options are only possible to some extent and need to be weighted. If the design allows it, the best option is to fix the head buoy at the OBS until release from the bottom weight, which gets rid of this noise source altogether.

CONCLUSION

Our test deployments in the Baltic Sea show that the LOBSTER frame can be used for broadband seismology to periods of hundreds of seconds if it is equipped with a high-fidelity wideband sensor, such as the Trillium compact. The reported high long-period noise level is mostly an effect of the original sensor (Güralp CMG-40T-OBS), which we have shown to be only suited for short-period seismology. We could also show that the strong harmonic but temporally varying noise signal above 1 Hz is caused by strumming on the head-buoy cable.

DATA AND RESOURCES

The OBS dataset at Dars silt is hosted by the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) data center in Potsdam, Germany, under International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) network code 6H. The RHUM-RUM data set (http://dx.doi.org/10.15778/RESIF.W2011; Barruol et al., 2011) is hosted by the RESIF data center in Grenoble, France, under FDSN network code YV. The data of station GE.RGN is part of the GEOFON network (GEOFON Data Centre, 1993). Figures were created using ObsPy (Krischer et al., 2015) and matplotlib (Hunter, 2007). The information about the manufacturer K.U.M. is available at http://www.kum-kiel.de.
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